Clive Nicholls QC: 1932 – 2017
An Appreciation
Clive Nicholls QC died aged 84 on Thursday 9 February. He had fallen at his home and broken his hip
some three weeks earlier. Surgery to repair the hip initially seemed to have been successful, but
complications set in, and he gradually slipped away. He died surrounded by his family, to whom he
was devoted. Until his fall, he had been his usual dynamic and indefatigable self.
Clive and his identical twin brother Colin were called to the Bar in 1957. They both graduated from
Trinity College, Dublin and both became leading lights in their respective fields after joining
Chambers situated, formerly, at Queen Elizabeth Building in Middle Temple, and, latterly, at 3
Raymond Buildings in Gray’s Inn. Clive became head of Chambers in 1994, and served in this
position until 2010. Both Colin and Clive took silk (in 1980 and 1981 respectively), both sat as
Recorders of the Crown Court between 1984 and 1999, and both became Benchers of Gray’s Inn (in
1989 and 1990 respectively.) Both continued to be active in advisory and academic work after their
80th birthday, and each remained (and, in Colin’s case, remains) a welcome and valued member of
Chambers.
Clive’s was a stellar, glittering career. He had a wide range of work, and was able to apply his mind
to legal issues in a number of disciplines. In particular, he specialised in extradition, and the roll-call
of cases in which he appeared speaks for itself. The pinnacle of his career was the case of Chile’s
former head of state, Senator Augusto Pinochet, which involved no fewer than three appeals to the
House of Lords. He appeared in courts all over the world, and was internationally acknowledged as a
leader in his field. He was the lead author of “The Law of Extradition and Mutual Assistance” (Oxford
University Press), now in its third edition.
While he achieved real distinction in his career, Clive will be remembered for more than just the
cases in which he appeared. For one who had achieved so much, he remained an engagingly modest
man, never “pulling rank” or taking on “airs and graces”. He was a genuine father-figure and mentor
in Chambers, ever humorous, radiating dynamism and a formidable energy, but always making
himself available to help members of Chambers who were not as successful as he. He particularly
enjoyed leading new and relatively junior members of Chambers, and they invariably found the
experience of working with him invaluable. He embodied and exemplified all the virtues of the Bar
as a profession: his integrity and example were nonpareil, his courtesy to fellow barristers even in
the most hard fought of cases never wavered, while his cheerful temperament and the pleasure he
took in his work were qualities few of us could hope to match.
Above all, he was a loving and devoted husband and father to six children. The expression “both a
pleasure and a privilege” has become something of a modern-day cliché, but, in Clive’s case, it truly
was both a pleasure and a privilege to have known him.
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